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From the IAUC President
Colleagues – Welcome to the 58th edition of the Urban
Climate News. This issue provides a Feature report by Lee
Chapman on Urban Meteorological Networks, a number
of Project reports by some of our ICUC-9 student award
winners, special reports on three recent workshops plus
a new ‘working group’ on outdoor thermal comfort and
our regular features “In the News” and new Bibliography
additions. Thanks to all our contributors, and to Editor
David Pearlmutter for putting together this issue.
I recently had the
honour and pleasp
sure of participating,
along with a number
of other IAUC membp
bers, in the Croucher
Advanced Study Insp
stitute, which was
hosted by Professors
Edward Ng and Chao Ren and their team at the Chinese
University of Hong Kong. This event, sponsored by IAUC,
provided participants with a series of lectures in two
themes under the title “Changing Urban Climate and the
impact on Urban Thermal Environment and Urban Livip
ing”. The first theme, led by Professor Janet Barlow, incp
cluded four lectures on “Urban Climate” and the second
theme, led by Professor Richard de Dear, featured four
lectures focused on “Urban Comfort”. The closing guest
lecture on the “Healthy City”, by Professor Chris Webster,
Dean of the Faculty of Architecture at the University of
Hong Kong, provided a very interesting interdisciplinary
perspective on the broader urban environment to which
urban climatological and meteorological research contp
tributes. The ASI was followed by a WUDAPT workshop
focusing on the growth of Chinese cities, led by Gerald
Mills and the WUDAPT team. Special reports on the ASI
and the WUDAPT workshop are available in this edition
of the newsletter.
The ASI format, which provides for longer lecture slots
and dedicated discussion periods, allows an element of
‘teaching’ that is not often accommodated by traditionap
al conference formats. The presentations for this, along
with an earlier ASI, will be available on the web. These
provide a nice legacy for the ASI and a useful teaching
and learning resource of IAUC members. We will post
the links from our “Resources” page on the IAUC websp
site. Congratulations to Edward, Chao and their team for
this success. More generally, on the subject of teaching
and learning materials, I would like to encourage other
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IAUC members who may be hosting similar events or
who may have teaching/learning materials broadly appp
plicable to IAUC members that they would like to share
to contact me about making these available via our websp
site – I would like to grow this part of the IAUC resource.
At the ASI event, a new ‘Working Group’ on Protocols
for the Assessment and Reporting of Outdoor Thermal
Comfort was announced (see report by Rohinton Emmp
manuel in this newsletter). We have set up a discussion
group on the IAUC webpages to help facilitate this Workip
ing Group and IAUC members who are interested are invp
vited to participate.
Finally, thank you to all IAUC members who participp
pated in the ICUC-10 site survey and to our Secretary
David Sailor for conducting the survey; the Board will be
making deliberations in the New Year on the location for
ICUC-10.
Since this is the final issue for 2015, let me close by
thanking everyone who has contributed to, and participp
pated in, IAUC and ICUC-9 events and activities over the
past year. Best wishes for a happy, healthy and prosperop
ous 2016.

− James Voogt,
IAUC President
javoogt@uwo.ca



In the News
COP21: City mayors discuss green solutions in Paris
Cities could use water from rivers and the
sea to stay cool as the climate heats, city mayors
have been told
December 2015 — Carbon emissions from air-conditp
tioning are expected to soar as temperatures climb and
people become richer.
But at a global mayors summit, Paris was showcasing
a simple technology using water piped from the Seine to
cool apartments near the Champs Elysees.
London Mayor Boris Johnson said he wanted London
to follow suit by cooling buildings using water from the
Thames. “I don’t like to admit it − but the French are
ahead of us on this,” he confessed.
The system works by taking water from the river and
piping it round people’s homes like ordinary piped watp
ter air conditioning. In summer a heat pump is used to
make the water even cooler by employing technology
similar to a fridge.
The mayors meeting in Paris City Hall was timed to coip
incide with the UN climate summit. It brought together
half of the 80 mega-city mayors who are working togp
gether to tackle climate change.
The chairman of the group, Eduardo Paes, Mayor of
Rio, said the mayors represented 600m people and a
quarter of the global economy. “We can be very effectp
tive,” he said. “Sometimes governments move slowly −
we can often move more quickly.”
The mayors said they had learned from each other to
spread green solutions round the world. They claim to
have collectively made 10,000 climate initiatives since
2009.
They spoke about their favourite initiatives:
• Gregor Robertson, Mayor of Vancouver, said that in
car-dominated North America more than half of peopp
ple were now using what he calls “active transport” −
walking, cycling and mass transit.
• Frank Jensen, Mayor of Copenhagen, said 99% of
homes in his city were warmed by district heating,
in which a network of premises are served by one effp
ficient central heating system. He said this had more
than halved carbon emissions since 1995.
• Clover Moore, Mayor of Sydney, said the city had
saved cash and cut emissions by 40% after she learned
about low-energy lighting from the Mayor of Los Angp
geles. “Working together, it’s powerful action across
the world,” she said.
• Alfred Okoe Vanderpuije, Mayor of Accra, said Ghana
was being plagued by severe and erratic rains which he
believed were linked to climate change. “Usually our
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Top: The world’s largest solar boat is currently moored
on the Seine. Bottom: Global mayors in Paris City Hall.
Source: http://www.bbc.com
rains are in July and February… but it’s raining now.”
Tough decisions had to be made, he said, to clear slum
dwellers so water courses could be unblocked.
• Karin Wanngård, Mayor of Stockholm, said the city
would be fossil fuel free by 2040. A new city area with
12,000 houses would generate more energy than it
uses by 2030. “Mayors can really make a difference −
we can push boundaries,” she said.
Boris Johnson’s team said since the Mayor was elected
in 2008, carbon emissions in London were down by 14%,
even though population had swelled.
He said a major preoccupation was to find ways of
finding a low-carbon way to provide the heating and
cooling from natural gas, which made up nearly 50% of
the city’s emissions.
Darren Johnson, Green member for the London Assp
sembly, told BBC News: “On the whole Boris Johnson has
been a real disappointment. He has expressed climate
sceptic views and failed to meet most of the targets in
his (climate) strategies.”
The global commission advised by Lord Stern concp
cluded recently that climate change could only be tacklp
led if new cities to house a burgeoning population could
be planned less like Los Angeles and more like Paris.
— By Roger Harrabin, BBC environment analyst. http://
www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-34999962
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Sustainable Cities and Buildings at COP21: Delivering Our Future Today
December 2015 — This year marks the first-ever Buildip
ings Day at the annual climate talks. At COP21 in Paris,
leaders from around the world and all sectors will launch
a new Global Alliance for Buildings and Construction and
discuss how to transform the buildings sector to become
part of the low-carbon urban economy of the future.
One-third of global greenhouse gas emissions are due to
energy use in buildings, and building-related emissions
are expected to double or even triple by 2050 without
action.
In part, this is due to rapid urbanization: We are addip
ing 250,000 people to our cities each day. In India alone,
more than half of the buildings that will exist in 2030 did
not exist in 2010. Unless we are deliberate in the way
we design, construct and renovate buildings, we could
lock-in our cities to inefficient energy use for decades to
come. Energy waste by buildings burdens our citizens
with higher energy bills, air pollution and carbon emissp
sions.
What’s the challenge? We must act now, yet most
countries have not focused on energy waste by buildip
ings. A review of building efficiency in countries’ national
climate plans (known as INDCs) finds fewer than 50 countp
tries provided details on how they would tackle building
energy efficiency. It’s time to turn our attention not only
to the important issues of energy supply, but also to the
equally critical need to ensure that every kilowatt hour
delivered is used efficiently. Energy waste in buildings is
something no country or city can afford.
The IEA estimates that an additional $220 billion is
needed by 2020 - an almost 50 percent increase on 2014
investment in energy efficient buildings.
The good news? We have options. Technologies and
practices commercially available today can shift our
emissions trajectory.
Global change on building efficiency requires local actp
tion and a broad coalition of city regulators, businesses
and financing institutions. From Bogota to Bangkok, citip
ies are poised to move forward. ICLEI’s recent review of
the commitments made by 608 subnational jurisdictions
in the carbonn® Climate Registry found that roughly half
of the 1,293 commitments are supported by actions in
the building sector. To speed and scale action, cities
are reaching out seeking technical support, looking for
trusted advisors and working with the private sector to
deliver change.
In support of this agenda, The Global Environment
Facility, in partnership with World Resources Institute
(WRI) and the UN Environment Programme (UNEP), annp
nounced the expansion of the Building Efficiency Accp
celerator (BEA). This commitment of new funding will
catalyze an increase in energy-efficient buildings in devp
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veloping country cities.
The BEA is working in partnership with the UN Sustp
tainable Energy for All Energy Efficiency Platform and
the Global Alliance for Buildings and Construction. It
will engage 50 cities on issues of policy implementatp
tion, most importantly building codes, but also project
development, and tracking and monitoring of building
efficiency.
Of those, six cities will work with the partnership in a
more intensive, multi-stakeholder process to help align
policies and markets. Interventions will focus on codes
and standards; targets; certifications; financial mechanp
nisms; government leadership; and benchmarking and
disclosure.
Each of the 30 cities that joins the Building Efficiency
Accelerator will:
1) Commit to implement a new policy or update exip
isting policies;
2) Undertake a project such as retrofits or constructp
tion of efficient new buildings; and
3) Measure and communicate its progress against
energy and climate goals.
Mayor Mancera of Mexico City, for example, announced
at Buildings Day that it is moving forward to integrate
building energy performance in local construction codes,
retrofitting hospitals with solar hot water and efficiency
measures, and auditing and retrofitting municipal buildip
ings. More than 100 stakeholders have participated in
WRI Ross Center for Sustainable Cities’ workshops and
working groups to provide input and recommendations
on how to implement local codes and advance retrofits.
The goal? To help meet their ambitious climate targets
and improve the performance and competitiveness of
the city.
We are proud these activities will support the new
Global Alliance for Buildings and Construction as we
shine a spotlight on the potential for real change that can
help improve buildings and the lives of people in cities
around the world.
How we plan and design our future cities can have
major impacts. This is an important reason why the GEF
recently launched a $1.5 billion sustainable cities project
to support city planning, initially in 23 cities in 11 develop
oping countries.
With the build-out of our cities we must act now to
create a culture of urban efficiency around the world.
— By Dr. Andrew Steer, President and CEO World Ress
sources Institute, and Naoko Ishii, CEO and Chairperson,
Global Environment Facility. Source: http://www.huffingtp
tonpost.com/dr-andrew-steer/sustainable-cities-andbuildings-at-cop21-delivering-our-future-today_b_
8707866.html
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In the News
10 reasons why cities hold the key to climate change & global health

www.theguardian.com/cities/gallery/2015/dec/08/statistics-show-cities-key-future-planet-un-climate-change
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China’s vacuum-cleaner artist turning Beijing’s smog into bricks
As another coal-fuelled ‘airpocalypse’ engulfs northern China, Nut Brother hopes his ‘smog bricks’ will raise awareness
December 2015 — His idol is Subcomandante Marcos,
the masked Mexican rebel; his weapon of choice a 1,000watt vacuum cleaner.
Meet Nut Brother, the Chinese activist-artist attemptip
ing to vanquish toxic smog by sucking it up through a
black plastic nozzle.
As the latest coal-fuelled “airpocalypse” engulfed
northern China this week and world leaders gathered
in Paris to debate the fight against climate change, Nut
Brother hit the streets of Beijing hoping to raise awarenp
ness of his country’s deadly smog crisis.
For the last 100 days, the activist, whose real name
is Wang Renzheng, has used the industrial appliance to
extract dust and other lung-choking pollutants from the
city’s atmosphere before transforming them into a dark
brown “smog brick”.
“I want to show this absurdity to more people,” Wang,
34, said on Tuesday as pollution levels in the Chinese capip
ital soared to levels 40 times higher than those deemed
safe by the World Health Organisation.

This combination of photographs taken on 1 Novembt
ber this year, top, and 1 December, show pedestrians
in Beijing amid widely differing levels of air pollution.
Source: http://www.theguardian.com
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Wang Renzheng, a Chinese performance artist bettt
ter known as Nut Brother, with the industrial vacuum
cleaner he uses to suck up smog. Source: http://www.
theguardian.com
“I want people to see that we cannot avoid or ignore
this problem [and] that we must take real action.” Until
the onset of this winter, Beijing’s 20 million long-sufferip
ing residents had expressed some optimism that things
were on the up, after a comparatively smog-free 2015.
But the city’s latest “airmageddon” – to which the Chinp
nese president, Xi Jinping, made no reference during his
address to the UN climate summit in Paris on Monday
– has underlined the scale of the challenge that remains.
Despite government claims that “effective measures”
had been taken to combat the hazardous smog, China’s
capital has for days been coated by a putrid, nicotine-colp
loured haze.
“You can’t tell if it is night or day!” Liu Haishan, 38, a
taxi driver, complained on Tuesday afternoon as he attp
tempted to navigate through the gloom.
Beijing authorities claimed they had forced vehicles off
the roads and shut more than 2,000 polluting companies
in order to tackle the crisis.
But environmentalists attacked the government for
failing to declare a pollution “red alert”, despite the appp
palling conditions.
“The shocking levels of air pollution we have seen in
the last few days are a serious danger to the health of
hundreds of millions of citizens,” said Dong Liansai,
Greenpeace’s climate campaigner in China. “Moreover,
the Beijing city government’s insufficient alerting system
has compounded the problem.”
Nut Brother said he began plotting his one-man antismog campaign in 2013 when a now infamous spell of
pollution – dubbed China’s inaugural “airpocalypse”
– saw flights grounded, motorways closed and hospitals
packed with wheezing patients suffering from respiratp
tory complaints.
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“It’s not healthy,” the artist said of the smog, which sciep
entists blame for about 4,000 deaths a day in China, most
caused by heart and lung problems and strokes. “You
have nowhere to hide. It is in the air all around us.
”Nut Brother, who was born in Hubei province and is
based in the southern city of Shenzhen, began to execute
his plan in July after convincing a restaurant owner to
contribute 10,000 yuan (£1,000) to his pollution-themed
performance art project.
He ordered a vacuum cleaner from a manufacturer in
Shanghai and began taking it on four-hour sorties across
Beijing’s urban sprawl, gobbling up pollutants as he went.
Photographs published in the Chinese media this week
showed him pushing his vacuum cleaner past some of
Beijing’s most celebrated landmarks. One image shows
him sucking up dust outside Rem Koolhaas’s cloud-punctp
turing China Central Television headquarters; in another
he is seen strolling past the portrait of Mao Zedong at the
entrance to the Forbidden City.
Nut Brother said his attempts to suck up smog from
Tiananmen Square – perhaps the most heavily guarded
public space on earth – had triggered his only brush with
the law. “They sent a plainclothes policeman to follow
me but they didn’t impede my movements,” he recalled.
Chinese websites and social networks were covered
Pedestrians by an elevated highway in Beijing on 1
November, top, and 1 December 2015. Source: http://
www.theguardian.com

The same spot in Beijing on 1 November and 1 Decembt
ber. Source: http://www.theguardian.com
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with reports of the artist’s quirky smog-harvesting campp
paign on Tuesday in Beijing. Reporters flocked to the
artist’s temporary home – a 60-yuan-a-night youth hostp
tel near the Lama Temple – to see his vacuum cleaner
up close. “It is terrible today,” he complained of the latest
bout of severe pollution, Beijing’s worst of the year.
Despite grabbing headlines this week, China’s unconvp
ventional environmentalist remains a relative enigma.
“I’m passionate about the environment but I don’t know
if that qualifies me as an activist,” he said when asked
how he defined himself. “I think I’m a normal person, just
like anyone else.” In a 2012 interview with the Shenzhen
Daily, Nut Brother said his “spiritual idol” was Subcomandp
dante Marcos, the essay-writing, rifle-toting leader of
Mexico’s Zapatista rebel group.
On Tuesday, the artist conceded it would take more
than one vacuum cleaner to purify China’s skies. But he
said he hoped to bring some of the Zapatista leader’s creap
ativity to one of his homeland’s most pressing problems.
“[Subcomandante Marcos] used imaginative ways
to change society,” Nut Brother said. “That is the path I
want to follow.” Source: http://www.theguardian.com/
world/2015/dec/01/chinese-vacuum-cleaner-artist-turnip
ing-beijings-smog-into-bricks
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Feature
Urban Meteorological Networks:
An Urban Climatologist’s Panacea?
By Lee Chapman (l.chapman@bham.ac.uk)
School of Geography, Earth & Environmental Science
University of Birmingham, UK

“In the next century, planet earth will don an electronic skin. It will use the Internet as a scaffold to support
and transmit its sensations. These will probe and monitor cities, the atmosphere, highways, conversations,
our bodies, even our dreams.” —Neil Gross (1999)

Introduction
In-situ observations from climate networks have
provided the most important basis for the detectp
tion and attribution of the causes of climate change
to date (IPCC, 2001). However, national global netwp
works have limited instrumentation in urban arep
eas, as they are considered unrepresentative of
the broader climate. With over 50% of the world’s
population now residing in cities (UN, 2009: www.
un.org/esa), it is now essential to better understand
atmospheric processes and impacts in urban areas
and how they will be affected by climate change.
Urban modifications to climate, such as the Urbp
ban Heat Island (UHI) effect, are well documented
and studies have increased our understanding, yet
the basic measurement of climate variables across
urban areas remains very limited (Chapman et al.,
2015). The existing monitoring paradigm deploys
small numbers of high precision sensors, where the
site numbers are limited due to the associated costs
(e.g. equipment, personnel, management, maintenp
nance). This results in just a couple of sites per city,
making upscaling a considerable challenge.
An alternative approach is to saturate the environmp
ment with cheaper, lower grade instrumentation −
acknowledging the presence of local microclimates
or uniqueness of place (Bevan, 2000), albeit at the
consequence of the accuracy or precision of indivp
vidual measurements. As a result of technological
and communication advancements as well as a new
generation of low-cost sensors of comparable qualip
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ity to research-grade instrumentation (Young et al.,
2014), our ability to make meteorological measuremp
ments is unprecedented. As a result, high-density
sensor networks can be used to monitor cities in a
way that has previously been impossible.
Urban Meteorological Networks
This high-resolution approach is now starting to
find favour within urban climatology, as the originp
nal paradigm was limiting climatological research.
Numerical weather prediction and urban climate
models continue to suffer from insufficient observatp
tion data to be adequately initialised and verified in
cities across the world (Grimmond et al., 2010; NRC,
2010). Overall, it is accepted that the current ‘standp
dard’ approach to measuring climate is not sufficp
cient to resolve the mosaic of microclimates and assp
sociated vulnerabilities experienced in urban areas.
High resolution data is needed to improve hazard
warning systems (e.g. NRC, 2010), flood-water and
urban drainage management (e.g. Arnbjerg-Nielsen
et al., 2013) and UHI monitoring (e.g. Tomlinson et
al., 2013).
As a result, an increasing number of Urban Metp
teorological Networks (UMNs − see Muller et al.,
2013 for a full review) of differing size and scales are
being implemented in and across cities as part of
‘Smart City’ initiatives and other research projects
(e.g. Birmingham Urban Climate Laboratory: Chapmp
man et al., 2015; Oklahoma City Micronet: Basara et
al., 2010; the Helsinki Testbed: Koskinen et al. 2011).
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR URBAN CLIMATE



Feature
Box 1: The Birmingham Urban Climate Laboratory
The Birmingham Urban Climate Laboratory is a near real-time, high-resolution Urban Meteorological Network
containing automatic weather stations and non-standard air temperature sensors organised in two arrays:

IoT air temperature sensor

• Coarse Array (Automatic Weather Station testbed): Twenty-five Vaisap
ala WXT520 Weather Transmitters and Skye SKS1110 pyranometers, as
well as three standard and one non-standard Met Office/WMO meteorolp
logical sites are located in a coarse array (approximately 1 per km2) across
Birmingham. Variables measured are air temperature, relative humidity,
wind speed, wind direction, atmospheric pressure, precipitation and solp
lar radiation.
• Wide Area Array (low cost temperature sensors): Over 70 low cost
(approx. $100) air temperature sensors are nested within the Automatic
Weather Station testbed. These self-contained sensors are based on an
Internet of Things approach and contain a wireless communications
card, flash memory and sufficient power from a Lithium-Thionyle Chlorp
ride battery to last for three years. The sensors use existing WiFi netwp
works to send data to the cloud in real time, thus bypassing expensive
communication costs. The sensor was thoroughly tested against existip
ing standards by Young et al (2014) where a comprehensive overview
can be found.

In summary, BUCL is novel in its density (below), the low-cost nature of the sensors and the use of propriep
etary WiFi networks to significantly reduce communication costs.

Birmingham Urban Climate Laboratory Sites (left) currently in operation and (right) sample interpolation
of minimum air temperatures during a heatwave event.
Figures taken from: Chapman L, Muller CL, Young DT, Warren EL, Grimmond CSB, Cai X-M, Ferranti EJS. (2015)
The Birmingham Urban Climate Laboratory: An open meteorological testbed and challenges of the smart city.
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society 96:1545-1560. ©American Meteorological Society. Used with
permission.
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Box 1 highlights one such network in Birmingham,
UK.
However, despite the recent proliferation of
UMNs, few cities are lucky enough to have an installp
lation and even in those that do, the resolution of
measurements remains insufficient for many applicp
cations. Furthermore, the experiences in setting up
and maintaining UMNs has highlighted that they
are time consuming, challenging in terms of data
demands, and expensive to run (Chapman et al.,
2015). Indeed, many existing city-scale networks
have proved to be unsustainable in the long term,
barely outliving the demonstration project stage.
For example, both the Oklahoma Micronet and
METROS in Tokyo ran for just 3 years. Hence, this
raises the question as to whether UMNs are actually
the most sustainable way to achieve fine detail obsp
servations in our cities. The good news is that urbp
ban meteorological data is actually already available
over the internet, from a variety of sources. The data
is waiting to be harvested and used to further our
scientific understanding of urban climates – if we
are brave (and innovative) enough to exploit it.
Crowdsourcing & The Internet of Things
Non-standard data potentially provides urban
meteorological data at an unprecedented scale.
Such data is now being ubiquitously generated by a
wide-range of sources (e.g. smart phones, vehicles,
infrastructure, citizens, ‘hidden networks’) and there
is much potential to ‘crowdsource’ this data to be
utilised for the benefit of science and society. The
difficulty is that such crowdsourced data is rarely
quality assured / quality controlled which presently
significantly limits its broader utility.
The term ‘crowdsourcing’ is become increasingly
common; traditionally defined as ‘obtaining data
or information by enlisting the services of a large
number of people’, it now often refers to obtaining
information from a range of public sensors, typicp
cally via the internet. Therefore a large amount of
ubiquitous, real-time, high resolution data is now
being routinely crowdsourced from a range of nonstandard sources. Simultaneously, the ‘Internet of
Things’ (IoT) – literally referring to any device (thing)
with the capability to connect to the internet, is
resulting in ‘big’ open datasets. Add to this evergrowing computational power, then our ability to
harvest this data and improve our understanding
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of localised phenomenon at a high spatio-temporal
resolution is unprecedented.
As a result, crowdsourcing is frequently used
across a range of science disciplines (e.g. astronomp
my, ecology, zoology), yet despite the potential,
the realisation of using crowdsourced data within
atmospheric science disciplines remains in its relatp
tive infancy. This is particularly surprising given the
highlighted paucity of weather stations in urban
areas and indeed, the demand for high resolution
climate data in our cities (Chapman et al., 2015), yet
crowdsourcing has the potential to overcome these
long standing issues related to spatial and temporal
representativeness of weather observations.
There are a number of crowdsourcing techniques
which can potentially be used and these can be
classified as animate or inanimate, automated or
manual, passive or active (see Muller et al., 2015 for
a full review).
Citizen Science is collaborative research involving
members of the public: volunteers, amateurs and
enthusiasts. It can be thought of as a form of ‘partp
ticipatory sensing’ actively involving citizens collp
lecting or generating data. For example, the Commp
munity Collaborative Rain, Hail and Snow Network
(CoCoRaHS: http://www.cocorahs.org/) is a nonprofit, community-based network of volunteers
who measure and map precipitation using low-cost
measurement tools.
Web 2.0: The recent proliferation of Web 2.0 channp
nels (e.g. the Twitter micro-blogging site, Facebook
social media site, picture sharing sites such as Flickr
etc) have opened up opportunities to further engp
gage with citizens for scientific purposes. Social medp
dia channels can now be used to harvest an array
of geo-located, date and time-stamped information
(e.g. data, notes, photos, videos), which can be accp
cessed directly (e.g. using hash-tags or key words),
and in real-time. For example, Muller (2013) used
Twitter to map snow depths across the city of Birmp
mingham.
In situ sensors: Whilst personal weather stations
have been popular with amateur weather enthusiap
asts for decades, a new generation of internet-enap
abled low-cost instrumentation is now available
for personal, research and operational use. Data
contributes to the IoT and is transmitted by Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth and machine-to-machine SIM cards. Repp
positories then harvest such data (e.g. the UK Met
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR URBAN CLIMATE
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Figure 1. Sample air temperature data taken from NetAtmo weather stations across Toulouse.

Office ‘Weather Observation Website’ http://wow.
metoffice.gov.uk and the NOAA Citizen Weather
Observer Program (CWOP: http://wxqa.com/) (Bell
et al., 2013).
Smart Devices: A large number of sensors are now
being designed for connection to smart devices
(e.g. EDN BlutolTemp Thermometer; Aginova iCelsp
sius thermistor; Plus Plugg weather sensors and
NetAtmo weather stations (Figure 1). Smartphones
are a classic example of ubiquitous computing and
a large number of apps are available to use the incp
creasing in-built capability of GPS-enabled smartpp
phones themselves. For example, Overeem et al
(2013a) show the potential of using crowdsourced
battery temperature from smartphones as an indp
dicator of ambient air temperatures. Apps such as
WeatherSignal act as hubs for such data, enabling
users to acquire data in real-time (Figure 2).
Moving platforms: Many different types of platfp
forms are used to conduct scientific research and
collect data, so the use of moving platforms is far
from a new concept. What is novel is the potential
for any moving platform to routinely collect informp
mation. For example, Aeroflex, an air quality monitp
tor equipped bicycle (Elen et al. (2012).
‘Hidden’ networks: Finally, it is important to highlp
light the potential for repurposing data from ‘hiddp
den’ networks, as a form of inanimate, passive
crowdsourcing. Numerous municipal networks exip
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ist, out of sight, quietly collecting routine data for
various applications (e.g. mobile phone signals,
sensors on lighting columns to control light levels,
city-wide traffic sensors for transport management,
in-built mobile sensors for monitoring the performp
mance of the handset). However, these have the
potential to be used as proxies for monitoring other
variables. For example, Overeem et al. (2013b) used
received signal level data from microwave links in
cellular communication networks to monitor precp
cipitation in the Netherlands.
Data Quality
Despite the abundance of the potential appp
proaches highlighted, data quality concerns need
to be addressed before the data becomes widely accp
cepted in the atmospheric sciences; the absence of
information on the accuracy and quality (QA/QC) of
crowdsourced data is presently hindering it’s utility.
By definition, data are not typically acquired followip
ing ‘best practices’ in accordance to authoritative
standards, and may come from a variety of sources
of variable and unknown quality.
Hence, there needs to be a drive to investigate the
potential of emerging crowdsourcing techniques.
If the quality can be proven, this approach will ultp
timately yield sustainable high resolution data in
any urban area at a fraction of the cost and effort,
opening up new solutions to monitor climate problp
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR URBAN CLIMATE
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Figure 2. Sample atmospheric pressure across London taken from smartphones and accessed via the WeatherSt
Signal website.

lems in cities. As such, the potential impact of usip
ing crowdsourced data would be transformative in
urban climatology, allowing monitoring and modep
elling to be achieved on an unprecedented scale.
However, achieving this presents a number of scientp
tific challenges. Often it is assumed that more data
leads to improved accuracy, as the erroneous outliep
ers become more obvious (e.g. Foody et al., 2013;
See et al., 2013). With these concerns in mind, a variep
ety of methods are starting to emerge to assess the
accuracy of crowdsourced data (Foody et al., 2014).
Whilst this is quite a scientific challenge, comparisp
sons with higher quality in-situ apparatus or other
highly trusted ‘gatekeepers’ (i.e. calibrated and well
maintained low cost devices) can greatly aid qualip
ity assurance by controlling biases (Goodchild and
Li, 2012; Bell et al., 2015). It is here where existing
UMNs can play an important role by providing the
‘ground truth’ measurements, thus becoming cityscale testbeds for new and emerging techniques.

the potential of complementing this existing datp
taset with new and exciting means to measure the
urban climate at an unprecedented resolution. This
approach does not signal the end of the deploymp
ment of UMNs across the world, but there is a need
for researchers to step back and think about what
is actually to be gained scientifically by instrumentip
ing another city for a couple of years whilst funding
permits. In summary, UMNs are too unsustainable
to be an urban climatologist’s panacea − instead,
continued innovation and a willingness to consider
new approaches is what is really needed to drive
science forward.

Conclusion
There is clearly much work to be done before nonstandard data sources such as those outlined are
accepted by the atmospheric science community.
Over a century of research into producing precise
measurements cannot be ignored, but neither can

Bell S, Cornford D, Bastin L. (2013) The state of autp
tomated amateur weather observations. Weather,
68: 36-41.
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Calculation of the CO2 storage term in an urban environment:
Results and guidance from Central London
Introduction
Carbon dioxide is the greenhouse gas with the greatep
est effect on global warming (IPCC, 2014). Despite their
(relatively) small areal extent (2%, Satterthwaite 2008),
cities are the largest single source of CO2 (Canadell et
al., 2009). Monitoring of urban CO2 emissions is therefp
fore important in order to estimate global trends. Many
previous studies have calculated urban CO2 emissions
from vertical flux measurements made at several times
the height of local roughness elements (trees, buildings)
and assumed that the amount of CO2 stored below this
measurement height was negligible. However studies in
London (Helfter et al., 2011, Bjorkegren et al., 2015) show
this not to be the case. CO2 stored within the airspace
below the EC measurement height can be significant.
Instruments to measure CO2 concentrations at multp
tiple heights, required for proper calculation of the CO2
storage (see Bjorkegren et al., 2015 for details), are expp
pensive and may be impossible in urban areas. Vertical

CO2 concentration ([CO2]) profiles in Basel, Switzerland
(Lietzke and Vogt, 2013) and London, UK (Bjorkegren
et al., 2015) show important differences from their rural
counterparts. Given the calculated change in CO2 stored
(ΔCS) within the airspace depends upon the shape and
variation of the CO2 profile; this suggests that recommp
mendations developed for measurement of ΔCS within
rural areas may not be applicable to urban areas. This
study addresses that problem by examining the spatial
density and temporal resolution of [CO2] measurements
required to quantify the storage term, and testing of the
effect of different interpolation methods on the collectep
ed data. A method of assessing the quality of calculated
ΔCS data is proposed.

Site and Measurements
Data were collected in central London at the King’s
College London, Strand Campus (KS) (Figure 1a, b, c).
Site details, collection methods and data processing are
described in Bjorkegren et al. (2015). In brief, [CO2] data

Figure 1. Measurement locatt
tions at King’s College Londt
don, Strand Campus (KS),
London, UK, some example
results and the method of
calculating CO2 storage. (a)
Land cover map (Lindberg
and Grimmond, 2011) centt
tred on the KS (red dot) with
the Central Activity Zone
(CAZ, red line), Transport
for London (TfL) Central
London Cordon (blue line)
and position of London
within the UK (inset). (b)
Sample sites at KS includit
ing switched [CO2] profile
(white circles: KSSW, KSNW
and inter comparison point,
IC) and EC (inverted white
triangles). Rooftop sources
are circled: chillers (yellow,
dotted), boiler chimneys
(red, solid). (c) Vertical [CO2]
profile locations, zi, viewed from the road adjacent to KSNW in (b) with height above ground level. (d) CO2 conct
centrations collected at the heights in (c) on the 9th June, 2012 at (right) 10:45 and (left) 10:55 GMT. Equation (1)
relates the theoretical calculation of CO2 storage (I) to the calculation from a vertical profile of measurements (II)
and from data collected at a single height, Zh (III). Image in (b) taken in October, 2011, during the leaf off period
(Microsoft, 2011). This is a modified version of Fig. 1 in Bjorkegren et al. (2015).
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were collected at 10 heights (heights A to J, Figure 1c)
for 75 s at each height by two LI840 closed path infrared gas analysers (circles, Figure 1b). CO2 concentration
data were also collected at heights A and F by two LI7500
open path IRGAs (triangles, Figure 1b). The LI7500s had
common sampling points with one sample location of
each LI840, and the two LI840s were inter-compared by
a common sample point at IC (Figure 1b).
CO2 storage was calculated from both the vertical profp
file (ΔCSP, term II in Eq. 1 – see Fig. 1) and measurements
made at height A only (ΔCSS, term III in Eqn 1). In this
study the former is referred to as the profile method
and the latter as the single height method. For more
detail on the derivation, please see Finnigan (2006) and
Bjorkegren et al. (2015).

Spatial Density
When planning the position of sampling points the
aim is to characterise the vertical [CO2] distribution usip
ing measurements at as few locations as possible. This
minimises data loss if measurements are made by selectip
ing airstreams from each location using a valve array,
and reduces instrumentation, installation and running
costs. Measurements need to be closer together where
the [CO2] changes rapidly with height. For rural profiles
this is close to ground level as the major source of CO2
is sub-surface respiration (e.g., Wofsy et al., 1993; Jarvis
et al., 1997; Iwata et al., 2005; Araujo et al., 2010). Urban
vertical profiles reported by Bjorkegren et al. (2015) suggp
gest that CO2 concentrations are relatively homogenous
between the street and the roof level, and also directly
above roof level to the top of the roughness sub-layer,
but that there is a sharp difference between the two
with a transition zone at roof level. This suggests that
the vertical CO2 profile could be adequately measured
by one sample point within the canyon and one above.
This is tested following Yang et al. (2007). A ΔCS time serp
ries calculated from all available sample inlets is defined
as ‘best practice’ (ΔCSBP) and CO2 storage time series calcp
culated from other configurations are assessed based on
the agreement with ΔCSBP, with the configurations with
the lowest and highest root mean squared error considep
ered the best and worst configurations in each group
respectively. All configurations included height A, as a
measurement point located at several times the height
of the local roughness elements is required for the eddy
covariance measurements used to calculate vertical CO2
fluxes. Configurations are assigned to groups based on
the number of sample locations included in the ΔCS calcp
culation, i.e., ‘Group 5’ consists of all configurations with
five sample locations. For details of the ΔCS calculation,
see Bjorkegren et al. (2015).
The best results for all groups are obtained when the
distance between inlet heights is maximised, in other
ISSUE NO. 58 DECEMBER 2015

words, when samples are spread as evenly across the
vertical extent of the volume of interest as possible. The
coefficient of determination (R2) for the best configuratp
tion in group 2 (heights A and F) is 0.85, up from 0.15 for
group 1 (height A only) and a little lower than that for
group 3 (0.95, heights A, F and J). Hence two to three
sample points, if appropriately placed (spread equally
across the span of the vertical profile) are found to be
sufficient to measure ΔCS in an urban area.

Temporal Density
The two main controls on the temporal resolution of
measurements are the sensor response time and the sensp
sor sampling interval. The effects of these are tested by
smoothing (using a modified, single sided cosine functp
tion) and subsampling high (20 Hz) CO2 concentration
time series (2013/013 to 2013/043) then comparing the
calculated ΔCS values. LI840 data measured at the same
locations as the LI7500s (continuous, 2 Hz) are also subsp
sampled at intervals up to ten minutes to check that the
results were not sensor-specific.
Due to the volume of data, computationally it is too
expensive to plot the instantaneous values. Instead the
total change in stored CO2 is calculated as the sum of
the instantaneous values for each half hourly period. The
ratio of the effective height (z’) to the Obukhov length
(L) (for details, see Bjorkegren et al., 2015) is taken as a
measure of atmospheric stability for each 30 minute perp
riod. There is some indication that ΔCS values vary with
stability, with the lowest values observed under neutral
conditions, but this is not found consistently across all
time resolutions.
The effect of the sensor response time on calculated
ΔCS is greatest between 0.1 and 5 s (Figure 2), (10 to 0.2
Hz). Decreasing the smoothing length below 0.1 s does
not seem to affect calculated ΔCS, indicating an instrump
ment response time of 0.1 s is sufficient. Little change
was found with increasing response time above 1 s.

Interpolation in Space and Time
In theory the CO2 storage calculation requires [CO2]
measurements that are continuous in time and space
(Figure 1, Eqn 1; Aubinet et al., 2005). However, as [CO2]
measurements are often made by sampling from several
specific heights sequentially (Molder et al., 2000), the resp
sulting data are discontinuous in both time and space.
Prior to calculation of ΔCS the ‘missing’ data at each measp
surement height can be interpolated in time to provide
a continuous [CO2] time series from which complete profp
files can be drawn. Alternatively, measurements made at
one location for a short time period, e.g. 75 s, may be
considered representative for the entire period e.g., 10
minutes, during which the system cycles through all the
measurement locations.
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Figure 2. Median absolute value of half hourly summed CO2 storage (ΔCS) calculated with (left) smoothing and
(right) subsampling of the CO2 concentration time series collected by LI7500 (20 Hz, circular points, see key) and
LI840 (2Hz, square points) continuously at KSSW and KSNW (Heights A and F, Figure 1c) for 2014/013-2014/043.
∆CSS (darker shading) calculated from data collected from height A only; ∆CSP (lighter shading) from data collt
lected at heights A and F. The degree of smoothing and subsampling ranges from none (i.e., raw 20 Hz or 2 Hz
data) to 600 s.

Figure 3. (a) Locations of
the extracted (red, filled
points) and interpolated
(hollow points) [CO2] time
series relative to the KS
building. Proximity and
vertical zone interpolation
are illustrated by grouping
interpolated heights under
a bracket labelled with the
relevant extracted heights.
(b) Coefficient of determint
nation (R2) for a regression
of the interpolated [CO2]
time series at measuremt
ment points B, C, D, G, H
and I onto the measured
values for four interpolatt
tion methods (key: above
plot).
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The second stage in the ΔCS calculation is to integrate
the change in [CO2] with time over the vertical extent of
the volume of air of interest (Aubinet et al., 2005). One
way is to multiply the change in [CO2] with time at each
measurement height by the vertical distance over which
the measurement is considered to be representative;
this is known as ‘span weighting’ the measurement. Anop
other method is to interpolate to values to a metre grid
and sum over the height of the air volume.
Continuous 2 Hz LI840 [CO2] measurements (KSSW,
zi = 46.4 m, 2013/160 – 365) are used to assess the effp
fectiveness of different methods of interpolating [CO2]
in time. A benchmark time series of 8 data points per
ten minutes is generated by processing the data as desp
scribed in Bjorkegren et al. (2015). Every 8th data point
is extracted (simulating the data gaps of a system that
samples multiple locations consecutively) and used as
input data for three different interpolation functions.
The first is ’constant’ or ‘no’ interpolation which gap fills
with the measured value. The second and third methods
are ‘linear’ and ‘cubic’ spline interpolation using the apps
prox and spline R functions (R Core Team, 2013) respectp
tively with no interpolation of leading or trailing missing
values.
Regression of the interpolated [CO2] time series on to
the benchmark gave R2 > 0.98 for all methods, with linep
ear interpolation giving the highest R2 and lowest RMSE,
but the ‘constant’ or ‘no’ interpolation giving values for
the regression slope and intercept closer to 1.0 and 0.0
respectively. Cubic interpolation of [CO2] is the least effp
fective method by a small margin.
The results do not support interpolation of ΔCS as
none of the R2 values exceed 0.05. Despite this, regressp
sion of ΔCS calculated from the linearly interpolated time
series on to the benchmark has a slope and intercept of
0.95 and 0.00 respectively. The linear interpolation also
has the lowest RMSE. The low correlation between intp
terpolated and benchmark ΔCS, as well as the high error
in interpolated [CO2] relative to typical ΔCS values (~ 1
μmol m-2 s-1) support using systems with fewer, contp
tinuous measurements rather than switching between
multiple locations.
The effectiveness of interpolating [CO2] in space is
evaluated by extracting [CO2] time series at four heights
(A, E, F, J, Figure 3) and interpolating to the remaining six
(B, C, D, G, H, I). As before, the interpolation methods are:
none (i.e., [CO2] at the interpolated heights is considered
to be the same as [CO2] at the extracted heights), linear,
and cubic. For the ‘none’ method, CO2 concentrations
are either assumed to be equal to those at the closest
extracted height (‘proximity’, Figure 3a), or to the closest
extracted height within the portion of the vertical profile
that has the same physical characteristics, i.e., below or
above roof level (vertical ‘zone’, Figure 3a).
ISSUE NO. 58 DECEMBER 2015

Linear interpolation gives the lowest RMSE when
summed over all time series at all interpolated heights,
followed by ‘none’ and cubic (51.7, 58.3, 58.6 ppm, resp
spectively). Linear interpolation performs best below
roof height and ’none’ (vertical ‘zone’, Figure 3b) is more
effective above. Regression of interpolated on benchmp
mark ΔCS for all methods gives R2 > 0.8 at all heights (Figup
ure 3b) and could be applied without prior knowledge of
the vertical [CO2] distribution. If the typical [CO2] behavip
iour at a site is known and there are obvious physically
induced transition points between different ‘zones’ e.g.
above vs. below canopy height, weighting of the change
in [CO2] with time by the distance between the transition
points and not to the midpoints between sample locatp
tions (‘none: vertical zone’) reduces the interpolation errp
ror.

Quality assessment
CO2 concentration data for this section were collected
at 10 Hz by LI7500 at heights A and F (Figure 1c). The
period 2013/347 – 2013/365 was chosen for analysis desp
spite the higher chance of adverse weather affecting the
open path sensor as the university was closed, reducip
ing rooftop emissions from fuel combustion for space
heating, and stable atmospheric conditions (where ΔCS
is expected to be relatively large) were more likely (see
supplementary material of Bjorkegren et al., 2015).
Wavelet analysis was performed on data sets of 30
minutes. For details of the wavelet analysis method and
its advantages relative to other spectral density estimatp
tion methods, see Bjorkegren et al. (2015). In brief, the
Mexican hat wavelet was applied at 53 temporal scales
between 0.2 s and 27.3 minutes following the method of
Torrance and Compo (1998). The results were summed
over time to give the global wavelet spectra (equivalent,
after normalisation, to the standard energy spectra calcp
culated by Fourier transform) and binned by frequency
or timescale and atmospheric stability class for each half
hourly data set (z’/L, height A, KSSW).
Linear relations on a log-log axis, i.e., power law relatp
tions with frequency are found for ΔCS calculated using
both the profile (ΔCSP) and single-height (ΔCSS ) methods.
These include a roughly 1:1 relation for power spectral
density and frequency for 0.005 to 0.1 Hz (200 to 10 s),
and an almost 1:2 relation for 0.1 to 0.5 Hz (10 to 2 s) (Figup
ure 4a). Peak spectral energy for spectra normalised by
the natural frequency is found between 0.001 and 0.004
Hz (8 to 16 minutes) and a smaller secondary peak is obsp
served at 0.1 Hz (10 s). At frequencies below 0.1 Hz spectp
tral power decreases as an inverse-power law (exponent
of approximately −2/3) under all stability conditions. A
similar relation between spectral power and frequency
was observed in power spectra of [CO2] measurements
in rural areas (e.g. Goulden et al., 1996) and suggests
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Figure 4. Global wavelet power spectra (S) normalised by (a) the variance (σ2) plotted with frequency in Hz by stabilit
ity class (key) for CO2 storage calculated from data at a single location (ΔCSS) and CO2 storage from profile measuremt
ments (ΔCSP); (b) as (a) but normalised by natural frequency (number of cycles, n, in 30 minutes). The solid black line
in each subfigure indicates a power-law exponent: (a): 1.00, (b): -0.667. Note each y-axes has a different scale. ΔCSS
was calculated from 10 Hz LI7500 data measured at height A (Figure 1c), ΔCSP from 10 Hz LI7500 data measured at
heights A and F (Figure 1c), 2013/347 – 2013/365. Stability classes correspond to z’/L (effective height z’ over the
Obukhov length L) ranges as follows: unstable: -1000 < z’/L ≤ -0.01, neutral: -0.01 < z’/L ≤ 0.01, stable: 0.01 < z’/L ≤
1000.
that, as with [CO2], inspection of power spectra could
be used to assess the quality of calculated CO2 storage.
However, further research and results from a greater varp
riety of sites are needed.

lute magnitude of CO2 storage declines with sampling
frequency and CO2 storage potentially has a power law
relation to frequency, but we welcome results from other
sites to investigate this further.

Conclusions
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Large-eddy simulations to characterize the role of turbulent and
dispersive production, transport and dissipation of TKE over and
within a realistic urban canopy
Abstract − A characterization of the vertical structure of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and of its budget terms
over a realistic urban geometry in the city of Basel, Switzerland, is here performed via large-eddy simulation.
We consider fully developed flow over a 512x512m subset of the city, centered at a location where extensive
tower-measurements are available from the Basel Urban Boundary Layer Experiment (2001-02). In agreement
to measurements, TKE in the roughness sublayer (RSL) is found to be primarily produced at roof-level. Here,
turbulent production overcomes dissipation by SGS stresses and the excess in TKE is dislocated down into the
cavities of the urban canopy layer (UCL), and upwards into higher parts of the RSL by turbulent transport and
dispersive transport terms. Turbulent and dispersive transport terms are comparable in magnitude and act as a
sink of TKE in the upper RSL and as a source term in the lower RSL and UCL. The spatial heterogeneity of mean
velocities and Reynolds stresses in the lower RSL and in the UCL results in a significant wake production rate of
TKE. Moreover, pressure transport is found to be a significant source of TKE in the lower UCL, whereas transport
by SGS stresses is negligible throughout the RSL.

Introduction
Accurate modeling of flow and turbulence in the urbp
ban roughness sublayer (RSL) is essential to properly
predict weather, air quality, and dispersion of gases in
urban environments. Within the RSL flow and turbulence
exhibit strong spatial variations in both the vertical and
the horizontal directions and hence Monin-Obukhov
similarity (MOST) is not applicable. Nevertheless, one
dimensional urban canopy parameterizations (UCPs),
used to represent the effects of urban surfaces in mesp
soscale weather forecasting and air pollution dispersion
models, are still relying on MOST relationships to compp
pute vertical fluxes of momentum and scalars such as
heat, humidity or pollutants between the urban facets
and the atmosphere. Proper techniques to reintroduce
a 1D approach in a truly three-dimensional RSL should
account for the inherently variable canopy morphology,
and its hierarchical structure of scales, as discussed in
Britter and Hanna (2003). The increased availability of
high resolution digital datasets on urban morphology
is recently promoting the use of real topographies in
CFD studies (see for instance Kanda et al., 2013). Further,
advances in computational power now allow for represp
sentation of the three-dimensional processes of interep
est at the neighborhood scale. Output from numerical
models, such as large-eddy simulations (LES), can therefp
fore be used to understand the physics of the flow and
quantify the most relevant terms and processes that occp
cur in realistic urban RSLs. This is the goal of the current
study, where LES are used to resolve the airflow over
and within a detailed urban geometry and to characterip
ize the vertical structure of the turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE) and the role of TKE budget terms in the RSL. Such
ISSUE NO. 58 DECEMBER 2015

information can then guide and/or validate approaches
used in one-dimensional UCPs.
Throughout the study H will denote the top of the
boundary layer, a given height in the domain will be
denoted as zlabel, where the subscript “label” will refer to
various specific heights. Further, (·) is used to denote a
spatially filtered variable (the spatial filtering that is impp
plicitly understood in LES), (·) denotes time-averaging,
<·> denotes horizontal (x, y) intrinsic averaging (fluid
domain only), time fluctuations are written as (·)’ and
departures of time-averaged terms with respect to their
horizontal mean are denoted as (·)”. We will use (·)* to denp
note a normalized variable.

Numerical algorithm and setup of simulations
The isothermal filtered Navier-Stokes equations are
solved on a 512 × 512 × 160 m regular domain, where
a subset of the city of Basel, Switzerland is used as lower
interface (see Fig. 1). The LES algorithm was developed
in Albertson and Parlange (1999) whereas the immersed
boundary method (IBM) algorithm is a minor modificatp
tion of Chester et al. (2007). Equations are solved on a
regular domain Lx × Ly × H, imposing a free-lid boundary
condition at z = H, using the IBM algorithm to account for
the lower interface, and where periodic boundary conditp
tions are applied in the horizontal directions. The flow is
forced through an imposed pressure gradient, resulting
in a friction velocity u* ≈ 1 m s-1 (fully rough regime). Two
hydrodynamic roughness lengths, z0 = 0.15 and z0 = 0.3,
and two LES closure models are considered: the classical
static Smagorinsky model (Smagorinsky, 1963), and the
scale-dependent model with Lagrangian averaging of
the coefficient (LASD) (Bou-Zeid et al., 2005).
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Figure 1. Reference surface and color contour of the dimensional stream-wise wind velocity at the planes z/zh = 1,
z/zh = 2, z/zh = 4 for the across-canyon wind direction (SMAG model, z0 = 0.15).
During BUBBLE, a 32 m high tower was deployed insp
side the 13 m wide Sperrstrasse street canyon in Basel,
Switzerland (Rotach et al., 2005). The computational
domain is centered at the tower location where wind
components u, v, w and virtual acoustic temperature θ
were continuously recorded at six levels. The orientation
of the street canyon is along the axis 066º - 246º (ENE to
WSW). Data acquisition systems and quality control procp
cedures including wind-tunnel calibrations of the instrump
ments are described and documented in Christen (2005).
We consider two directions of the incoming wind, α =
66º and α = 156º, which correspond to an along-canyon
(Sperrstrasse) and an across-canyon wind regime. Equatp
tions are integrated in time for 480 non-dimensional
time units T = zh/uτ ( ≈ 2 hours in dimensional time) in
the coarser grid, before being used as initial condition
for the finer grid, where they are further integrated for
250T.

Results and discussion
A color contour of the stream-wise velocity field for
wind approaching from SSE (across-canyon regime) is
displayed in Fig. 1. The flow is characterized by a broad
ISSUE NO. 58 DECEMBER 2015

spectrum of explicitly resolved length scales, as typical
of LES approaches, which are heterogeneous in space
and strongly depend on the actual configuration of the
buildings. Double averaged (DA) numerical profiles are
made dimensionless using the friction velocity and the
mean building height (zh = 15.3 m) as repeating variables.
Tower profiles are first rescaled with the ratio between
measured and simulated quantity at the tower top locp
cation and then normalized as DA profiles. Throughout
the study zγ will denote the height where the streamwp
wise velocity profile shows an inflection point. Normalip
ized profiles of TKE and wake kinetic energy (WKE) are
shown in Fig. 2. Locally sampled time-averaged LES data
show relatively good agreement with measured data for
both wind directions. LES slightly under-predicts TKE in
the urban canopy layer (UCL), when compared against
measured values. This might be partly due to boundap
ary conditions we could not include in the model, or to
lack of resolution in these delicate regions of the flow.
TKE peaks at zγ for the across-canyon wind regime and
slightly above zγ in the along-canyon wind regime, to
then decrease linearly with height, consistent with tower
measurements for the across-canyon wind regime and
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Figure 2. Comparison of TKE and WKE against tower-measured data for wind approaching from ENE (top) and SSE
(bottom). Notation: DA TKE, green; dispersive TKE, blue; time-averaged locally-sampled TKE, black; tower data, red
circles. Horizontal dashed and dot-dashed (grey) lines denote zh and zγ respectively.
in agreement with results from flow over random height
cubes (Xie et al., 2008). A peculiar feature of the current
study is the remarkable strength of TKE in the UCL, when
compared against results from flow over gravel beds
(Mignot et al., 2009) or flow over regular/random arrays
of cubes (Coceal et al., 2006; Xie et al., 2008). This might
be induced by the presence of organized street canyons,
which allow the flow to develop significant MKE that then
cascades into WKE and TKE due to surface drag and due
to the energy cascade process. Further, for both wind dirp
rections, WKE is approximately constant within the UCL
and shows a rapid decay in the lower RSL. The relatively
large WKE in the RSL for the along-canyon wind regime is
due to locking of streaks in between high-rise structures
in the RSL. From Fig. 3 it is apparent that, for both appp
proaching wind angles, DA turbulent shear production
<Ps> peaks exactly at the inflection point zγ = 1.28zh. This
location is connected with the presence of thin shear
layers that separate from the highest buildings, and are
advected downstream. A second maximum is found in
the <Ps> profile, which can be regarded as a very specific
feature of the current setup, linked to the shear layers
separating from a relatively tall building in the considep
ered canopy. <Pw> is the production rate of TKE in the
wakes of roughness elements by the interaction of locp
cal turbulent stresses and time-averaged strains; in the
lower UCL it is approximately constant, positive (WKE
converts to TKE) of magnitude <Pw>* ≈ uτ3/zh. <Pw> accp
counts for over 50% the total production rate of TKE in
the UCL, and is therefore non-negligible. Our results suggp
ISSUE NO. 58 DECEMBER 2015

gest that in flows over realistic urban canopies the presep
ence of street canyons aligned with the mean flow and
of variable building geometry tends to increase <Pw>
in the lower UCL, when compared to results of flow over
strip canopies (Raupach et al., 1991). The additional
form-induced production term <Pm> is non-zero only in
the vicinity of the inflection layer zγ, where it accounts for
16% the magnitude of <Ps>.
DA transport terms are found to be non-negligible
throughout the roughness sublayer. From Fig. 3 it is appp
parent how DA production terms (<Ps> + <Pw> + <Pm>)
overcome dissipation in the RSL down to zh, and DA transpp
port terms are responsible to remove TKE from this layer
of high production, and transport it towards the wall to
balance dissipation. In the upper RSL transport terms
are thus negative, and contribute about 12% to the totp
tal sink rate of TKE. They change sign in the UCL, where
they are of highest significance, contributing about 40%
to the total rate of TKE. <Td> appears as a modulation of
<Tt>, whereas <Tp> is significant at zγ (where it is a sink
of TKE) and in the very near wall regions, where it peaks
at <Tp>* = 0.8uτ3/zh. Furthermore, we note the modest
standard deviation in the computed <Tt> terms for both
approaching wind directions. This is indicative of the
poor sensitivity of the solution with respect to the specifip
ic SGS model and to the z0 parameter, when the roughnp
ness is explicitly resolved through an IBM method.
DA dissipation <ε> peaks at zγ, as displayed in Fig.
3. This is another peculiar feature of the current study,
and is in contrast with results of flow over gravel beds
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Figure 3. DA TKE budget terms for the across-canyon α = 156o wind direction. Notation: turbulent shear production
<Ps>*, solid red line; wake production <Pw>*, dashed red line; form- induced production <Pm>*, dot-dashed red line;
dissipation <ε>*, black; turbulent transport <Tt>*, solid blue line; dispersive transport <Td>*, dashed blue line; presst
sure transport <Tp >*, light blue; subgrid transport <D >, green; residual, grey. Horizontal dashed and dot-dashed (grey)
lines denote zh and zγ respectively. Only the lower 33% of the domain is shown.
(Mignot et al., 2009; Yuan and Piomelli, 2014), where the
peak in dissipation was found to be shifted toward the
wall, with respect to the peak in the shear production
rate. Further, a strong rate of dissipation characterizes
the near-wall regions. This peak is required in order to
balance pressure transport of TKE from aloft, again confp
firming the important role of pressure transport in the
vicinity of walls, in flows over directly resolved building
interfaces. The small residual is likely due to interpolatp
tion of variables in the near interface regions (which are
required to compute certain TKE budget terms), and
leads to numerical truncation errors affecting the quality
of the computed terms.

Conclusions
A characterization of TKE and of its budget terms has
been performed via LES over a realistic urban canopy,
representing a subset of the city of Basel. TKE profiles
have been compared to direct tower measurements
from a field campaign and found to be in good agreemp
ment, certifying the quality of the computations. DA TKE
peaks above zγ, in agreement with results from studies
of flow over synthetic urban-like surfaces. TKE is significp
cant in the UCL, when compared against results of flow
over gravel beds and over regular / random arrays of
ISSUE NO. 58 DECEMBER 2015

cubes. Further, dispersive TKE is found to be non-negligp
gible in the UCL, and of the same order of magnitude
of its turbulent counterparts. Turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE) in the UCL is primarily produced at zγ by shear, and
is transported down into the cavities of the UCL (street
canyons, backyards) by turbulent and dispersive transpp
port terms, which share similar magnitudes. Transport
terms are non-negligible throughout the RSL. They are
of negative sign and contribute about 12% to the totp
tal variation rate of TKE in the RSL, whereas they are of
highest significance in the UCL. Here, they are of positp
tive sign and contribute about 40% to the local variation
rate of TKE. Wake production is roughly constant up to
zγ and of non-negligible magnitude, contributing up to
50% of the total TKE production rate in the UCL. Further,
pressure transport is found to be a significant source of
TKE in the near wall regions, in agreement with previous
findings in flow over vegetation canopies and flow over
gravel beds.
From our results it is also apparent that tower measp
surements cannot be used to quantify all terms in a horizp
zontally-averaged view, because the non-measurable
dispersive terms and pressure terms are important in a
real canopy and should therefore be considered in futp
ture UCPs.
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Transpiration of urban trees and its impact on daytime and
nocturnal cooling in Gothenburg, Sweden
Introduction

Trees can mitigate heat stress
in urban areas through shade
and evapotranspiration (Mayer
et al. 2009; Bowler et al. 2010;
Shashua-Bar et al. 2011). Howep
ever, in order to provide a coolip
ing effect, urban trees need to
remain healthy in spite of harsh
growing conditions and stress
factors absent or less severe in
their natural environment (Robep
erts 1977). While transpiration
of forest trees has been widely
studied, little research has been
conducted on the transpirative
cooling effect of urban trees.
Knowledge about the transpiratp
tion rates of urban trees and how
these depend on environmental
factors is essential for estimating
Figure 1. Photographs of the studied trees.
the cooling effect provided by urbp
ban greenery as well as for appropriate urban planning common urban tree species in Gothenburg, Sweden, ii)
analyse the influence of meteorological conditions and
and management to promote this ecosystem service.
Transpiration in darkness is often assumed to be neglp surface permeability on the transpiration of urban trees
ligible due to stomatal closure. However, several studies and iii) find out whether transpiration of urban trees
have reported non-negligible night-time stomatal condp contributes to daytime or nocturnal cooling.
ductance and transpiration of trees in forests and urban
parks (Snyder et al. 2003; Fisher et al. 2007; Chen et al. Methods
Study area – The study was conducted in Gothenburg
2011), with an average of 5-15% of the daytime values
(Caird et al. 2007). While not directly measured, evening (57°42’N, 11°58’E), the second largest city in Sweden.
evapotranspiration has also been suggested by Lindén The city has a maritime temperate climate, with mean
(2011) and Holmer et al. (2013) as a reason behind intensp air temperature of 17.0°C in July and -1.1°C in February
sive nocturnal cooling of densely vegetated areas in the and mean annual precipitation of 758 mm (SMHI 2013).
tropical city of Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso. The rapid There are many green areas, but few street trees in the
cooling of vegetated areas in Ouagadougou around city. Deciduous trees, which are dominant, usually foliate
sunset, in the so-called Phase 1 of nocturnal cooling in late April-early May and defoliate in October.
Seven common street tree species in Gothenburg
(Holmer et al. 2007), was accompanied by an increase of
specific humidity not observed at non-vegetated sites, were chosen for the study: Tilia europaea (Common lime),
which cooled more slowly. In Phase 2, starting around Quercus robur (English oak), Betula pendula (Silver birch),
2-3 h after sunset, the cooling was less intensive, with Acer platanoides (Norway maple), Aesculus hippocastans
small differences in cooling between vegetated and num (Horse chestnut), Fagus sylvatica (European beech)
non-vegetated sites. Nocturnal cooling rates are of high and Prunus serrulata (Japanese cherry). For each species,
importance in urban climate studies, as an enhanced an urban site with 3 to 6 tree individuals of similar age
cooling can lead to lower night-time air temperatures, and dimensions was chosen (Fig. 1). The study sites were
providing relief from heat and decreasing heat-related characterized by different planting conditions, from
small pits surrounded by impervious surfaces, to wide
mortality in urban areas (Rocklöv et al. 2011).
The aims of this study are to: i) quantify the magnitp grass lawns. In the case of T. europaea, the most abundp
tude and diurnal variations of transpiration of the most dant tree species in Gothenburg, three study sites were
ISSUE NO. 58 DECEMBER 2015
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chosen – one site located in a park (cemetery) as well as
two sites along streets with different lawn width.
Transpiration measurements – Stomatal conductance
(gs, mmol m-2 s-1) and transpiration rate (EL, mmol m-2 s-1)
per unit one-sided leaf area were measured using a LiCor LI-6400XT Portable Photosynthesis System (LI-COR,
Lincoln, USA) with a transparent leaf chamber, under ambp
bient air temperature and humidity, and with a CO2 mole
fraction of 400 μmol mol-1.
The measurements were conducted during daytime
(around the time of solar noon, i.e. UTC + 1) and nighttime (1-4 h after sunset) on warm summer days of 20122013. At most sites, measurements were conducted on
two days at each site, with one day cloud-free and one
day with low to moderate cloudiness. Due to weather
conditions and instrument unavailability, measurements
of Acer platanoides, F. sylvatica and T. europaea park trees
were only conducted on one day.
Both gs and EL were measured at low crown level, at
the height of around 2 m, on four leaves per tree: two
fully sunlit and two shaded during daytime. Since the
selected trees were well exposed to sunlight, measuremp
ments at this height could be made on fully sunlit leaves.
To analyse the diurnal variation of transpiration of street
and park trees in more detail, measurements of T. europs
paea (at three different study sites) and F. sylvatica were
conducted every hour from noon until a few hours after
sunset.
Leaf area index (one-sided foliage area per unit ground
area, LAI, m2 m-2) of the studied trees was measured using
a LAI-2200 Plant Canopy Analyzer (LI-COR Biosciences,
Lincoln, USA) and recomputed in FV2200 v. 1.2 software,
following guidelines for isolated canopy measurements
provided in the instrument manual (LI-COR 2009). LAI valup
ues ranged from 2.5 for T. europaea street trees growing
in narrow grass lawns along a heavy traffic road (Fig. 1b)
to 7.8 for F. sylvatica park trees, Fig. 1h), with an average
of 5.0. In order to scale up daytime EL values, the ratio of
sunlit (LAIsun) to shaded (LAIshade) leaves was then estimatep
ed assuming a random leaf angle distribution, common
in broadleaf tree species (Chen et al. 1997). Transpiration
(EG, mmol m-2 s-1) and energy loss (QE, W m-2) per unit of
vertically projected tree crown area were then calculated
by scaling up EL using the obtained LAIsun and LAIshade valup
ues. For a detailed description of the LAI measurement
and computation, see Konarska et al. (2015).
Meteorological data – Air temperature (Ta) and relatp
tive humidity (RH) were recorded at each site during
the transpiration measurements using a TinyTag Plus 2
logger (Gemini Data Loggers, Chichester, UK), with time
resolution of 1 minute. The logger was placed in a radiatp
tion shield on one of the studied trees, on the northern
side of its trunk, 2 m above the ground. From Ta and RH,
vapour pressure deficit (VPD) was calculated. 30-minute
ISSUE NO. 58 DECEMBER 2015

average values of Ta were used to calculate warming/
cooling rates during the daytime and nocturnal measp
surements. Despite small variations in the timing of daytp
time measurements, warming rates were calculated betp
tween 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. for consistency, as the daytime
warming rate is strongly affected by incoming solar radp
diation. Moreover, diurnal courses of Ta and cooling rates
were analysed to find out the timing of the two phases
of nocturnal cooling – the intensive, site-specific cooling
around sunset (Phase 1) and the less intensive, spatially
homogeneous cooling later in the night (Phase 2). The
hourly transpiration measurements (conducted in the
period between 1 to 4 h after sunset) were then grouped
into Phase 1 and Phase 2. For a detailed explanation of
the two phases, see Holmer et al. (2007).
In addition, simultaneous Ta and RH measurements
were conducted using another TinyTag Plus 2 logger at a
reference urban site with no vegetation. The two loggers
were inter-compared before and after measurements
and showed a narrow range of Ta readings (0.1°C at ambp
bient Ta of 20°C). The reference site was located less than
1 km east from the city centre, in a street canyon with a
sky view factor (SVF) of 0.46. Since the nocturnal cooling
is strongly affected by SVF, data from the reference site
were only used for comparison with transpiration measp
surement conducted at sites characterised by a similar
SVF (SVF > 0.30, i.e. sites b, d, e, f in Fig. 1).Meteorological
data (incoming solar radiation and precipitation) were
also collected from a weather station located at the rooftp
top level in the city centre, within 3 km from the measp
surement sites.

Results and discussion
The diurnal variation of transpiration – Measured middp
day EL (1-3 mmol m-2 s-1) and gs (45-218 mmol m-2 s-1) were
in a similar range to those reported in other studies on
urban trees (Cregg 1995; Rahman et al. 2011)(Fig. 2). Q.
robur, described by Aasamaa et al. (2002) as a droughttolerant species, had the highest gs and EL of all trees
measured in this study. The water use of T. europaea was
relatively low. Whitlow and Bassuk (1988) and Whitlow
et al. (1992) attributed the low water use of this species
to its high sensitivity to drought. Intra-species variations
in EL caused by different weather or growing conditions
were also observed, particularly in sunlit leaves. In the
cases of Q. robur and B. pendula, significantly higher EL
of sunlit leaves was observed on the warmer, drier and
sunnier of two measurement days, while the EL rates of
shaded leaves were comparable despite varying weathep
er conditions.
As a result of decreasing incoming solar radiation and
VPD, EL started to drop around 2-3 h before sunset at
each site (not shown). However, transpiration remained
active after sunset in all trees studied, indicating an incp
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Figure 2. Average and standard deviation of midday and night-time: a) stomatal conductance (gs, mmol m-2 s-1)
and b) transpiration rate (EL, mmol m-2 s-1). Midday sunlit, midday shaded and night-time values are represented
by white, grey and black dots, respectively.
complete stomatal closure during night-time (Fig. 2).
The night-time EL values were stable from around sunset
until the end of the measurements (1-4 h after sunset)
and possibly longer. On average across species, nighttime EL reached 7% of midday EL of sunlit leaves and 20%
of those in shadow. These values are in good agreement
with those reported in other studies, ranging from 5 to
19% (Snyder et al. 2003; Caird et al. 2007). In general, the
highest night-time transpiration was observed in those
trees which had the highest water loss during daytime,
with daytime and night-time EG being positively correlp
lated (R2 = 0.35, p = 0.02). A similar positive relationship
was reported by Snyder et al. (2003) in a hot, dry environmp
ment of the western US.
Influence of water supply and growing conditions – Middp
day EL and gs of sunlit leaves were related to the sums of
precipitation in periods from 5 to 30 days prior to measp
surements. The precipitation sum within 20 days prior
to measurements was found to explain 38% of variance
in gs, indicating a strong stomatal response to soil water
availability (Fig. 3a). In general, at the sites where measp
surements were conducted on two days, transpiration
rates were in all cases lower after the 20-day period with
lower precipitation sum, regardless of VPD, Ta or cloudinp
ness. Relationships with precipitation sums in periods
ISSUE NO. 58 DECEMBER 2015

shorter or longer than 20 days were weaker (R2 < 0.16)
and statistically insignificant.
Among the seven studied tree species, Q. robur and
P. serrulata had the highest values of EL of sunlit leaves.
At these two sites trees were planted on 8-18 m wide
grass lawns (Fig. 1d, Fig. 1i). In contrast, the lowest EL
values were measured for T. europaea growing along a
heavy-traffic road (Fig. 1b), and for B. pendula (Fig. 1f ).
Both of these sites have poor growing conditions, with
the trees surrounded mostly by paved surfaces and
planted within a short distance from a road. Trees with a
higher proportion of permeable surfaces within the vertp
tically projected tree area were found to have a higher
gs than those surrounded by impervious surfaces (Fig.
3b). Higher transpiration, water loss, net photosynthesis
and/or biomass production in trees growing over grass
in comparison to those surrounded by impervious surfp
faces were also observed in urban trees in different climp
mate zones (Close et al. 1996; Celestian and Martin 2005;
Ferrini and Baietto 2007).
In order to roughly estimate the amount of water availap
able for the trees, the sum of precipitation in 20 days priop
or to measurements was multiplied by the proportion of
permeable surfaces within the vertically projected tree
crown area (Fig. 3c). Although this crude measure of tree
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water availability does not account for soil characteristp
tics, rain interception or the extent of roots, it explained
68% of the variance in gs across all midday data. It is thus
a suitable tree water availability index for urban trees
that can serve as a proxy for more difficult and expensive
measurements of soil water content and availability.
Latent heat flux and the cooling effect – With the estimp
mated mean midday energy loss due to tree transpiration
of 206 W m-2, on average 30% of incoming solar radiation
was converted into the latent heat flux within the verticp
cally projected tree crown (not shown). Midday to early
afternoon evapotranspirative energy loss per unit of vertp
tically projected crown area estimated for street trees in
Manchester, UK by Rahman et al. (2011) was several times
higher, amounting to over 1000 W m-2. However, as noted
by the authors, the energy loss of Manchester trees was
likely overestimated, since the up-scaling from leaf to
tree transpiration was based on the assumption that all
leaves transpired at the same rate as the measured sunlit
leaves. Our data showed that this is an invalid assumptp
tion since sunlit leaves transpired at rates three times as
high as those of leaves in the shade.
Figure 4 shows the relationship between night-time
(a) and midday (b) EL and the corresponding cooling/
warming rate, measured by a Ta logger at each site. In
Phase 1 of nocturnal cooling, a higher EL corresponded
with a more intensive cooling (R2 = 0.51, p = 0.03). On avep
erage, with an increase of EL by 0.1 mmol m-2 s-1, cooling
rate intensity in Phase 1 increased by 0.25°C h-1 (Fig. 4a).
Although the night-time energy loss caused by transpirp
ration was significantly lower than during daytime (on
average 24 W m-2, not shown), it could still contribute
to the evening cooling due to higher stability of the air
and a shallow depth of the cooled air layer. While during
the day the well mixed urban boundary layer can extend
vertically up to over 1 km, at night-time its depth is limip
ited to 100-300 m or less (Oke 1987; Eliasson and Holmer
1990). It should be noted that the relationship between
cooling rates and EL could be affected by varying metp
teorological conditions on different measurement days,
with clear, warm weather enhancing both radiative coolip
ing and tree transpiration. However, the contribution of
transpiration to the evening cooling was also indicated
by the less intensive cooling observed at a non-vegetatep
ed reference site with a similar SVF. While transpiration
was also observed later in the night, in Phase 2, it was
no longer correlated with the cooling rate, possibly due
to the development of a capping inversion leading to a
spatially uniform cooling (Holmer et al. 2013). No significp
cant correlation was found between midday EL and the
warming rate of the air, as the strong vertical and horizp
zontal mixing of the air suppresses the cooling effect of
intensive daytime transpiration (Fig. 4b). This result is in
line with a review by Bowler et al. (2010), where a more
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Figure 3. Midday stomatal conductance (gs) of sunlit
leaves vs: a) 20 days precipitation sum, b) fraction of
permeable surfaces within the vertically projected tree
area, c) their product used as an estimation of available
rainwater. Each point represents a different measuremt
ment day.
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Figure 4. Night-time (a) and daytime (b) leaf transpiration rate (EL, mmol m-2 s-1) versus cooling/warming rate of
the air (°C h-1) at the transpiration measurement sites (black dots) and a non-vegetated reference site (red dots).
Night-time data are divided into two phases of nocturnal cooling – Phase 1 (P1) lasting until 2-3 h after sunset,
and Phase 2 (P2) lasting for the rest of the night. Each point represents a mean hourly value.
intensive mean night-time than daytime cooling effect of
urban vegetation was reported. It should be noted, howep
ever, that despite a limited effect on daytime warming
rates or Ta, street trees can significantly reduce the heat
stress on summer days by providing shadow (ShashuaBar et al. 2011, Konarska et al. 2014). The slightly more
intensive midday warming rates at the reference site
were presumably caused by a stronger sun exposure of
the non-vegetated street canyon than the measurement
sites shaded by a tree canopy.

species and amounted to 7% and 20% of midday transp
spiration rate of sunlit and shaded leaves, respectively,
with an estimated latent heat flux of 24 W m-2. A positive
correlation of transpiration rate with the cooling rate of
the air and a less intensive cooling at a non-vegetated
reference site indicated a contribution of tree transpiratp
tion to cooling around and shortly after sunset. No transp
spirative cooling effect was observed later in the night or
during daytime.

Conclusions

The project was funded by the Swedish Research
Council Formas (259-2012-887 and 214-2010-1706),
Swedish Transport Administration and Mistra Urban
Futures. Special thanks are due to Malin Löfstrand and
Elise Nässén for permission to conduct measurements in
Trädgårdsföreningen and Stampen parks, respectively,
as well as to Thomas Berg Hasper and Ignacio Ruíz Guzmp
man for help with the measurements.

Midday leaf transpiration measured on summer days
on mature street and park trees in Gothenburg, Sweden,
ranged from less than 1 to over 3 mmol m-2 s-1 for differep
ent species, with on average 30% of incoming solar radp
diation being converted into latent heat flux at midday.
Midday stomatal conductance had a positive correlation
with the fraction of permeable surfaces within the projp
jected tree crown area. Multiplying this ratio by the precp
cipitation sum in 20 days prior to measurements gave
a simple, rough estimate of available rainwater, which
was found to explain 68% of variance in stomatal condp
ductance. The observed variations in transpiration rates
identified a need for a further study focusing on interspecies variations in transpiration rates under different
meteorological and growing conditions.
Night-time transpiration was observed in all studied
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The urban cool island and atmospheric boundary layer dynamics
Introduction
The urban heat island (UHI) has
been the focus in many studies, while
a significant number of these studies
document that cities often remain
cooler than the countryside from
the early morning until the early aftp
ternoon during fair weather and low
wind speed conditions. This so-called
urban cool island (UCI) may amount
to 1–2 K (e.g. Kłysik and Fortuniak,
1999; Morris et al., 2001; Rotach et al.,
2005; Chow and Roth, 2006). The UCI
has been both observed and forecp Figure 1. Schematic overview of the urban and rural ABL around sunrise.
casted using atmospheric models The potential temperature profiles display the schematic representation
(e.g. Miao et al. 2009; Salamanca et of the urban and rural ABL. The dashed line denotes the height of the rural
al., 2012); earlier studies qualitatively (green) and urban (red) boundary layer.
suggest that the UCI may originate from shadow effects the boundary layer and consists of a uniform virtual potp
in the urban canyon (Oke, 1982), the daytime energy tential temperature and specific humidity below a sharp
storage in the urban fabric (Rotach et al., 2005), or the potential temperature and specific humidity inversion at
difference in land cover and the available soil moisture the ABL top, and a linear increase (decrease) in the potp
altering the surface energy balance (Georgescu et al., tential temperature (specific humidity) in the free atmosp
2011). The current study explores an extended and more sphere aloft (see Figure 1). This numerical bulk model is
general physical explanation for the UCI that is rooted in applied to the urban and the rural ABL and advection is
atmospheric boundary-layer (ABL) dynamics.
neglected.
In order to represent the interactive processes betp
The ABL is defined as the turbulent layer of the atmosp
sphere closest to the Earth’s surface. At night, the rural tween the land surface and the ABL, the surface fluxes for
ABL cools and can be relatively shallow (~ 100 m, Bohnp heat and moisture are calculated using a coupled landnenstengel et al., 2014). On the other hand, the urban surface parameterization valid for clear-sky conditions.
nocturnal ABL remains substantially deeper (~400 m, The coupling of a land-surface parameterization gives reap
Oke, 1982; Bohnenstengel et al., 2014) because it remp alistic diurnal variations in the surface fluxes and allows
mains supplied with heat stored in buildings during the for studying the sensitivity to urban surface properties.
Special care is taken to the storage or ground heat flux
day, the storage or ground heat flux. Here, we hypothep
esise that the difference between the thin rural ABL and as this is one of the driving factors for the UHI and thus
the thick urban ABL causes a difference in heating rates the higher urban ABL during the night. The storage heat
between the urban and the rural environment in the flux is calculated following the objective hysteresis modep
early morning. As such, we expect that the countryside el by Grimmond and Oke (2002), and the sensible and
will warm up faster than the urban environment since latent heat flux are calculated using the Businger–Dyer
the layer overlying the countryside is thinner and has a relationships (Businger et al., 1971). In order to evaluate
model results with observations at pedestrian level, we
lower volume than the urban ABL.
The hypothesis will be evaluated using prognostic estimate the surface-layer air temperature from the ABL
equations for the ABL height and potential temperature. temperature.
This conceptual ABL model is initialized and evaluated
Observations
with observations during the BUBBLE campaign in Basel,
The BUBBLE campaign is one of the rare datasets
Switzerland (Rotach et al., 2005), where the UCI effect
where
boundary-layer observations are combined with
was observed during the intensive observation period
surface
observations and turbulent fluxes for both urban
(IOP) in the summer of 2002.
and rural sites and we are limited to this data from Basel,
Methodology
Switzerland (Rotach et al., 2005). In this study we selectep
Model formulation − Our hypothesis is based on the ed the fair-weather days during the IOP in the BUBBLE
daytime ABL evolution and consequently a conceptual campaign (one month during the summer of 2002), as
mixed-layer model (Tennekes, 1973) is appropriate to these are conditions that are favourable for UCI formatp
study the UCI. The mixed-layer model is a bulk model for tion (Morris et al., 2001). During this IOP there were 8 fairISSUE NO. 58 DECEMBER 2015
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weather days, of which one is described in
Table 1. List of the default input variables into the mixed-layer
detail here; the other cases can be found in
equations as observed during 26 June, 2002 in Basel, Switzerland.
Theeuwes et al., 2015.
Table 1 shows the initial conditions used
Variable
Rural
Urban
in the mixed-layer equations for 26 June,
Initial mixed-layer potential temperature (K)
287
288
2002. The simulation is started at 5:00 locp
Initial
mixed-layer
temperature
inversion
(K)
5
4
cal time (LT) with the observed ABL-UHI
-1
Potential
temperature
lapse
rate
(K
m
)
0.007
0.007
of 1°C and the observed urban and rural
-1
Initial mixed-layer humidity (g kg )
8.7
9.1
boundary-layer depths of 400 m and 100
-1
Initial
mixed-layer
humidity
inversion
(g
kg
)
−0.1
−0.1
m, respectively. The urban simulations are
-1
-1
Humidity lapse rate (g kg m )
−0.001
−0.001
initialized and validated with data from
Initial boundary-layer height (m)
100
400
site Basel-Spalenring (47.555 N; 7.576 E).
-1
Subsidence
velocity
(m
s
)
−0.00324
−0.00324
The urban ABL height is estimated to be
the aerosol mixed-layer height obtained
from a Lidar situated at this site, where we assume an
uncertainty of about 200 m (Hennemuth and Lammert,
2006). The rural simulations are initialized and validated
with data from site Grenzach (47.537 N; 7.675 E). The rurp
ral ABL height is estimated from the vertical velocity of a
doppler sodar system at this site. To this end we assumed
the standard deviation of the vertical velocity was larger
than 0.6 m s-1 in the ABL. Subsidence is derived from the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
reanalysis vertical velocity above the ABL, averaged over
the entire day.

UCI formation
The model is initialized at sunrise with an urban ABL
that is deeper (400 m) than the ABL over the rural area
(100 m) following the observations (Figure 1). Note that
these initial ABL heights are almost the same as found for
London (Bohnenstengel et al., 2014). Figure 2 shows the
modelled diurnal evolution of the convective ABL height,
the air temperature and the UHI.
In the first 3.5 h after sunrise we find a heating phase
with increasing temperatures over both the urban and
rural area. During this phase the ABL is only heated by
the input of the surface heat flux, while the ABL growth
is marginal (Figure 2b). Although the urban surface heat
flux is larger (~110 W m-2) than the rural surface flux (~50
W m-2), the urban heating rate is lower than the rural heatip
ing rate (maximum of 1.49 K h-1 versus 2.71 K h-1) because
the volume of air in the urban ABL that needs to be heatep
ed is much larger than the volume of air in the rural ABL.
This finding corresponds to the earlier observations of a
smaller heating rate in the urban environment compared
to the rural environment (Oke, 1982; Johnson, 1985).
The larger heating rate in the rural environment causes
the rural temperature to become higher than the urban
temperature in the morning some two hours after sunrise.
This causes the initial UHI (of 1 K) to shift to an UCI effect,
with a maximum value of ~2 K (Figure 2c) approximately
4 h after sunrise.
In the second growing and heating phase, both the urbp
ban and rural ABL start to grow and warm from around
ISSUE NO. 58 DECEMBER 2015

Figure 2. Diurnal evolution of the modelled (lines) and
observed (markers) air temperature (a), boundary-layet
er height (b) and the urban heat island (c) in the urban
(red) environment at 33 m (dotted lines and stars), at 3
m (solid lines and dots) and rural (green dashed lines
and squares) environment. The measurements are for
26 June, 2002 at the urban measurement site BaselSpalenring and the rural site Grenzach (Rotach et al.,
2005). ‘I’ indicates the heating phase and ‘II’ the growit
ing and heating phase.
8:30 h due to the entrainment (mixing in of warm air from
free tropospheric air) into the ABL. In this phase, the urbp
ban temperature increases more rapidly than the rural
temperature due to the higher surface sensible heat flux
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of the city (maximum of ~330 Wm-2 versus ~180 Wm-2). Ultimp
mately, the urban temperature exceeds the rural temperatp
ture around 13:30 LT. This effect is also confirmed by the
BUBBLE observations, which emphasizes the robustness of
the proposed UCI mechanism.
Alternative explanations for the UCI such as shading, uptp
take of energy and the limited availability of soil moisture
in the rural surroundings all stem from an alteration in the
energy balance. This would, however, likely require the sensp
sible heat flux of the rural environment to be higher than
that of the urban environment. This is not shown to be the
case here.

Conclusions
Cities are generally known for the evening and nocturnp
nal UHI effects. Surprisingly, cities have been reported to be
cooler in the morning and early afternoon. Our experiments
provide a general explanation for this UCI. The nocturnal
heat release from the urban surface leads to a deeper ABL
over the city than over the countryside at sunrise. This differep
ence in ABL depth induces a higher early morning heating
rate over the countryside than over the city. Consequently,
the initial UHI at the end of the night progresses into an UCI.
This UCI peaks about 4 h after sunrise and can last into the
early afternoon. For a case with an initial boundary-layer
UHI of 1 K and urban and rural ABL heights of 400 and 100
m, the UCI reaches up to 2 K.
This research paves the way for new studies and could
be extended to different cities. However, a limitation is the
current lack of simultaneous measurements of the atmosp
spheric boundary layer over urban and rural surfaces. In addp
dition, the results of this study highlight the importance of
including ABL dynamics in urban climate studies. Mesoscale
atmospheric models can be used to elaborate this further.
Different research perspectives also include the UCI implicatp
tions for urban planning, health and air quality. The strong
link between the UCI magnitude and the urban morpholop
ogy indicates that the UCI can be employed as an efficient
tool in urban planning and health.
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Special Report
Advanced Study Institute in Hong Kong addresses a changing
urban climate and its impact on the thermal environment

Over 100 academics and scientists from all over the
world gathered at the Chinese University of Hong Kong
from 7th to 11th December for the Croucher Advanced
Study Institute (ASI) 2015. This year’s topic was “Changip
ing Urban Climate and the Impact on the Urban Thermal
Environment and Urban Living,” and the lectures and
discussions led by renowned academics and top Hong
Kong government officials covered a wide range of topip
ics along the two themes of urban climate and urban
comfort.
It is the second time the team led by Yao Ling Sun
Professor of Architecture Prof. Edward Ng, Associate
Director of the Institute of Future Cities, and School of
Architecture Assistant Professor Prof. Chao Ren host the
Croucher Advanced Study Institute on the subject of urbp
ban climate, after a highly successful event in 2011 (which
was reported in Issue No. 42 of Urban Climate News). The
five-day programme addressed climate change as a majp
jor global challenge and highlighted the importance of
incorporating climate information into urban planning
and building design practice. It saw scientists, academip
ics and architects exchange latest research findings on
the topics of urban climate and comfort, from both the
perspectives of science and practice.
ISSUE NO. 58 DECEMBER 2015
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Speakers along the theme of Urban Climate centred
their talks on the effect of urbanisation on climate, with
many noting the fast urbanisation pace in recent years.
Methodological, theoretical and practical aspects of the
issue were covered, in hope of finding more effective
ways to deal with future environmental risks.
Prof. Alex Mahalov’s opening lecture titled “High
Resolution Earth System Models at Decadal and Regionap
al Scales: Seeking Sustainable Solutions for Rapidly Expp
panding Urban Areas” was divided into two parts, one on
designing mitigation strategies to manage extreme heat
events in rapidly urbanising regions, and the other on
multi-scale modelling of urban atmosphere in a changip
ing climate. He pointed out that a holistic approach is
needed in the design of strategies to manage extreme
heat events and air quality challenges, and drew on case
studies to introduce the impact of urbanisation on air
quality.
Prof. James Voogt’s talk on “Urban Temperatures and
Urban Heat Islands” introduced a hierarchy of scales to
describe the urban surface and atmosphere, and Local
Climate Zones as a relevant scheme to link urban sciep
ence properties to thermal conditions. He discussed the
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“Taking into account the fast pace of urbb
banisation, increasing densities in cities and
rising energy consumption, climate change
in an urban context is a major global
challenge. It is important to incorporate
climate information into urban plannb
ning and building design practice to
adapt to and mitigate climate change,
and to reduce its impact on city dwelleb
ers’ health and comfort. “

formation of urban thermal conditions and pointed out
that measurements of temperatures should consider
the relevant source area to match the observation to the
relevant surface. He introduced the Lowry conceptual
model as a useful tool to think about the measurement
and interpretation of urban heat islands, and said urban
actions to address heat islands should recognise the
different types and processes of the condition. He concp
cluded by saying future cities are likely to be hotter but
urban heat island effects may not necessarily be larger,
depending on how rural cooling rates are affected.
Prof. Darren Robinson spoke on “Urban Climate and
the Broader Challenge of Urban Sustainability,” touchip
ing on the complex systems and metabolism of cities.
He emphasised the need for integrated urban modellp
ling architecture in transition planning and noted that
a flexible architecture could be applied to multiple spatp
tial scales and time horizons. In the discussion section,
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topics including the definition of spatial and functional
boundaries, modelling of phenomena influencing city
sustainability, the design of a scalable platform and the
definition and handling of uncertainties were discussed,
with substantial input from the floor.
Dr. Fei Chen introduced the Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF) Model in his talk “Modelling Urban
Environmental Risks under Future Climate Change”. He
spoke on its capabilities to deal with environmental risks
associated with climate change by bridging the gap betp
tween the traditional mesoscale and fine-scale urban
transport and dispersion modelling. Dr Chen noted the
need to improve specification of urban parameters and
to evaluate model performance. He then discussed the
applications of WRF in an urban context, and pointed
to the need for an integrated Atmosphere-Land-UrbanAerosol modelling approach in predicting and assessing
urban environmental problems.
In Prof. Janet Barlow’s presentation of “The Breathip
ing City − Ventilation Processes from Building to City
Scale”, she focused on human and building ventilation,
urban microclimates, street to neighbourhood scale
pollution dispersion, urban boundary layer ventilation,
and thermally driven flows, such as river, slope and sea
breeze. She pointed out that ventilation of cities occurs
at a range of scales, and some flow patterns can be infp
fluenced by good urban design, while some natural procp
cessed could be “exploited”. She emphasized the nonlinear and hard-to-measure natures of flow, and at the
end posed the question to the audience of what “urban
archetypes” are needed for more sustainable cities.
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Prof. Ryozo Ooka presented on “The Effect of Climate
Change on Urban Climate and Built Environment”, giving
special attention to air pollution and local heavy rain. He
pointed out that the effect of climate change on urban
environment should be considered as the summation of
the effects on both global and urban scales. He called for
a coupled simulation of global and urban climate modep
els, noting the need to consider the effect of local and
global climate on air pollution. He added that although
it is very difficult to predict local heavy rain at present,
analysis of its mechanism is possible.

Urban Comfort
Climate Change in an urban context could have drastp
tic effect on urban dwellers’ comfort. Speakers explored
experimental designs, modelling and concerns in the desp
sign of urban environment for better human comfort.
Prof. Rohinton Emmanuel’s talk titled “Outdoor
Thermal Comfort: Instruments, Methods, Standards
and Value Ranges for the Tropics” reviewed approachep
es worldwide, introduced aspects of standardisations,
drew on comparisons across the globe, and suggested
the ways forward. He focused on experimental design,
instruments, questionnaires and indices, and compared
outdoor comfort thresholds in Rio de Janeiro, Jakarta,
Singapore, Taiwan, the Mediterranean, and Glasgow. He
called for guidance on experimental design, and efforts
in standardising micrometeorological instruments and
measurement methods. He also noted the need of standp
dardising questionnaires regarding subjective thermal
perception and personal information, suitable thermal
comfort indices to assess thermal comfort and standardip
isation of reporting of outdoor thermal comfort studies.
Prof. Richard de Dear gave a lecture on “Urban Thermp
mal Comfort Fundamentals”, and noted that thermal
comfort is part of the thermoregulatory loop. He noted
that most of our knowledge and tools for understanding
thermal comfort in outdoor and semi-outdoor settings
have been borrowed from indoor environments, and that
the steady-state heat balance notion in outdoor research
may not always be appropriate. In the second part of his
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talk, he spoke on the “Counterpoint and Alliesthesia” in
urban thermal comfort, and pointed out that positive allp
lisethesia is based on contrasting combinations of skin
and core temperature trends. A given thermal stimulus
can be subjectively experienced as pleasant or unpleasap
ant, as underpinned by the temporal dynamics and spatp
tial variations in outdoor microclimates, he said.
Prof. Akashi Mochida spoke on “Evaluation of the
Effects of Greening and Highly Reflective Materials
from Three Perspectives—Mitigation of Global Warmip
ing, Mitigation of Urban Heat Islands and Adaptation to
Urban Warming”. He outlined the assessment systems,
gave examples of total assessments and evaluated the
effects of windows with heat ray retro-reflective film on
the outdoor thermal environment using a radiant analysp
sis method which considers directional reflection. In the
second part of the lecture, Prof. Mochida gave a presentp
tation on “Evaluation of the Health Risk in Urban Pedestp
trian Space based on the Total Analysis of Mesoscale and
Microscale Climate”. He introduced methods to evaluate
heatstroke risks in urban pedestrian space in extremely
hot summer conditions, and predict future risks by the
dynamical downscaling from GCM to RCM.
Prof. David Pearlmutter presented on “Designing
Responsively: Pedestrian Thermal Stress in Hotter and
Drier Cities”. He pointed out that a warming climate may
increase aridity and lead to expansion of dry climate
zones, and even currently heavily urbanised regions
such as Europe and East Asia could be affected. He called
for more responsive design using urban geometry, trees,
and materials. Drawing results from experimental studip
ies, he suggested that the effective use of urban vegetatp
tion for reducing thermal stress in hot-arid cities requires
a holistic planning approach, considering the geometry
of the built urban fabric, in combination of with shade
trees and vegetative ground cover, and the integration
of drought-resistant plant species. At the end, he posed
a question to the audience on the sustainability of differep
ent approaches to urban park design.
ASI 2015 was closed by Professor Chris Webster’s lectp
ture on the “Healthy City” and a discussion afterwards.
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Prof Webster explored the links between urban plannp
ning, architecture, private and public health, and introdp
duced related works at the University of Hong Kong. He
drew on the fact that agglomeration in cities first happp
pened because of the potential to increase wealth, and
thus health, but over-densification could lead to adverse
health effects. He looked forward to future collaboration
with the Chinese University of Hong Kong and between
departments on the topic.

Conclusion
Taking into account the fast pace of urbanisation, incp
creasing densities in cities and rising energy consumptp
tion, climate change in an urban context is a major global
challenge. It is important to incorporate climate informatp
tion into urban planning and building design practice to
adapt to and mitigate climate change, and to reduce its
impact on city dwellers’ health and comfort. Topics such
as climate change, urban heat islands, fast urbanisation,
smart city and ageing could foreseeably become more

To address some of the issues mentioned above,
initiatives such as WUDAPT and Protocols for Outdoor
Thermal Comfort Assessment and Reporting (OuTCAR
Protocols) have been raised. It is worth noting that two
important initiatives − WUDAPT Urban Database for Chinp
nese Cities and Urban Thermal Comfort Protocol and
Framework − have originated from the two ASI symposp
siums. The former would help researchers more easily
to conduct their research on urban climate of Chinese
cities, while the latter one would help people to have a
standardised way of carrying out outdoor thermal comfp
fort studies.
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Second WUDAPT Workshop focuses on Mapping Urban Landscapes
The second workshop on World Urban Database and
Access Portal Tools (WUDAPT) was held at the School of
Architecture, Chinese University of Hong Kong in Decp
cember, following the Croucher Advanced Study Institp
tute (ASI) on the preceding week.
The two-day workshop on 12th and 13th December
focused on “Mapping Urban Landscapes and the Climate
Effects”, and followed the important initiative “WUDAPT
Urban Database for Chinese Cities” being raised in the
last ASI in 2011. The workshop is co-organised by the
School of Architecture at the Chinese University of Hong
Kong, the Planning and Environmental Policy unit at the
School of Geography at University College Dublin, the
University of North Carolina, and the International Institp
tute for Applied Systems Analysis.
The workshop focused on the physical layout of citip
ies (especially those in China) using the data gathered to
this point in WUDAPT. Researchers examined how this
information can be used to compare cities and guide
their future development using climate models. In addp
dition, in the workshop participants discussed the acqp
quisition of more detailed urban data and possible ways
to develop Level 1 data and link to urban climate space
units and architectural types.
Speakers included Dr. Gerald Mills, Dr. Jason Ching
and Dr Iain Stewart, who, together with Paul Alexaander and Michael Foley, held a series of workshops
on Level 0 WUDAPT data, Local Climate Zones (LCZs),
comparing city maps, climate models, data collection,

and the use of the LUMPS model. The structure of the
workshop reflects the design of a WUDAPT project. The
first day was dedicated to the understanding of urban
landscape characteristics using the LCZ system and a
demonstration of how LCZ maps are generated, while
the second day focused on the use of the data to make
informed decisions about the form and functions of citip
ies using simple models.
The ultimate goal of the WUDAPT project is to devp
velop a detailed urban database with open access for all
major cities in the world, contributing to a wide range of
activities, such as planning for climate resilience, energy
modelling and greenhouse gas assessment. As pointed
out at various times during the workshop, there is plenty
of room for further development and refinement. It is
hoped that the workshop helped researchers develop
better understanding of the project and induced furtp
ther contribution. (Further information can be found at:
http://www.wudapt.org/).

ASI 2015 included
a tour of the Hong
Kong Observatory,
where the city’s
distinctive subtropical climate
has been tracked
for more than 130
years.
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On November 14th, an 80-year birthday celebration was held at Kyoto University for Prof. Yasuto Nakammura. Prof. Nakamura was an organizer of the very first ICUC, which was held in Kyoto in 1989, and now
he is a Professor Emeritus of Kyoto University. He has made many contributions to urban climatology and
biometeorology, and the urban climate community wishes him a long and healthy life.

Prof. Bob Bornstein traced four decades of research on the urban atmosphere at a workshop in Tel Aviv
November 18th-19th entitled “Urban Meteorology: Monitoring, Modeling and Environmental Aspects.”
The event was sponsored by the Israel Meteorological Society, and combined both theoretical and applied
aspects of urban climate in a stimulating cross-disciplinary program.
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Upcoming Conferences...
International Winter Cities Symposium
(IWCS 2016)
Erzurum, Turkey • February 10-12, 2016*
http://wintercities2016.atauni.edu.tr/eng/

Emerging Urban Dynamics and Future
Sustainable Climates of Asian Cities: A
panel session at the AAG Annual Meeting
San Francisco CA, USA • March 29 – April 2, 2016
http://www.aag.org/annualmeeting

International Conference on COUNTERMM
MEASURES TO URBAN HEAT ISLANDS
NUS, Singapore • May 30-June 1, 2016
http://www.ic2uhi2016.org/

Organizers: Dr. Winston Chow, National University
of Singapore (winstonchow@nus.edu.sg) and Dr.
Chandana Mitra, Auburn University (chandana@
auburn.edu)
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IAUC Board
A ‘Working Group’ on Protocols for the
Assessment and Reporting of Outdoor
Thermal Comfort
Some members of the IAUC have been toying with
the idea of developing a standardized regime of assp
sessment and reporting of outdoor thermal comfort
for a while. An initial discussion on forming a ‘Working
Group’ was discussed on 21 July 2015 in Toulouse, on
the sidelines of ICUC9.
The purpose of the group is to:
(a) develop standards/protocols for the proper condp
duct of outdoor thermal comfort studies
(b) carry out new outdoor thermal comfort studies
using (a) above, in regions that currently do not have
adequate studies
(c) inter-compare results of ‘standard’ outdoor thermp
mal comfort studies
(d) publish results
Standards and protocols related to several aspects of
outdoor thermal comfort measurement are essential to
the above purpose, including sample selection, questp
tionnaire, time of survey, instrumentation and especially
the Mean Radiant Temperature (MRT). Johansson et al.,
(2014) provide a useful starting point in this regard.
We would now like to widen the membership of our
‘Group’ to fulfill the above purposes and this news item
serves as a call to interested members to join the initp
tiative. Please join us to both standardize the measuremp
ment and reporting of outdoor comfort as well as to creap
ate a more representative and high quality database of
outdoor comfort studies from around the world.
If you are interested, please drop me an email at:
Rohinton.Emmanuel@gcu.ac.uk.
— Rohinton Emmanuel
Reference: Johansson E, Thorsson S, Emmanuel R, Krüger
E. (2014) Instruments and methods in outdoor thermal
comfort studies – The need for standardization, Urban
Climate, 10(2), pp. 346-366.
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The next edition of Urban Climate News will appear in late March.
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